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ABSTRACT 

Geotherm:'il energy is thought to be an important domestic energy source in 
Japan. In "he national survey of geothermal resources, aerial thermal infrared 
remote sensin,,, has been applied and five areas w'ere selected as the survey area __ 
The merits - o~' the survey are rapid mapping of thermally anomalous spots and visual 
effect. P2.r~icularly an alignment of thermally anomalous spots characterized by" 
fumaroles is closely related to fracture pattern and thus this method is useful 
to understc.::-.ci shallow undergrolh"1d geothermal phenomena. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Conce:l7:'C1tion of geothermal energy in the Japanese Islands is remarkably 
high reI-lbc-~iiig active tectonism along the Circum-Pacific Orogenic Belt in part 
,::of ;,.,.-hich -::::":..:: .i.;;',:;i:LI1.6Se I:sla_nd:s Arc is located. Y~arly energy dizSharge by volca-
ElC ",:-,:",-.-c:y L~l the Japanese Islands is estimated to be 7 x 10 erg, which is 
1',,- 'Of T:::~ ('_'cal yearly global discharge. The total of continual heat discharge 
I-rom ,,,11 c-,'" 3prinss in Japan is calculated to be 2 x 10 22 erg allo,,,inl; some 
anale,;;:. TC,,, g'2vthermal energy, therefore, is thought to be the impor1:ant 
domestic e~~rgy source ~n Japan. 

Current s;eothermal production wells are dug into a depth not deeper than 
2,OOOm :from The sur:face. Exploration of this "comparatively shallow" geothermal 
reservoir, which is the current object of exploitation, depends its clue upon the 
sur:face manif'"station such as hotsprings, fumaroles, or alteration zone. 

Happing of the distribution of thermally anomalous spots by the application 
of thermal infrared remote sensing technique is expected to provide a direct 
information for the purpose. 

The study of thermal infrared imagery for geologic and geothermal purposes 
was commenced" in 1965 in Japan and the result is being comprised to the current 
nationwide geothermal surver program. 

2. OBJECTIVE OF' AERIAL THERMAL INFRARED SURVEY 
IN THE NATIONAL SURVEY OF GEOTHEIlNAL RESOURCES 

The national gerothermal resources survey program in Japan was started in 
FY'73 (April 1, 1973 - Narch 31, 1974), sele'cting thirty potential geothermal 
areas characterized by conspicouus geothermal anomaly, especially with fumarole 
and hotsprings of boiling temperature(Fig. 1). The program is included in a 
long-term new energy research and developmnet program named "Sunshine Project". 

Geologica_l Survey of Japan takes charge o:f the summarization of the geother
mal survey and most of field surveys are being carried on by contract base ,,,ith 
private companies under the supervision o:f the Geological Survey. Principal 
survey items are ground heat discharge survey and alteration survey. The both 
survey items cover thirty areas. 
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Thermal infrared .irbo~ne survey, electric survey, seismic survey, . and 
gravi ty survey are applied ,to the sreas ,,-here useful information is anticipated. 

The merits of the aerial thermal infrared survey are rapid mapping of the 
distribution of thermally anomalous spots and visual effect. The mapping of 
thermally anomalous spots in an inaccessi b le volcanic area or in a near shore 
area ,.-here an exact location of shallo,,.. sub ac;ueous hotspring is hard to be found, 
the us e of aerial thermal infrared remote sensing method gives the greatest 
merit. At the s a me time, visual understanding of a surface geothermal distri
~ution makes possible the interrelation between the surface temperature anomaly 
and fractures as a heat transfer path. Particularly, in the area where geother
mal <.tp.o maly is characterized by fumaroles, good correlation is observed beh .. een 
them. 

Fi~ally five areas were selected for the aerial thermal infrared survey 
and they partly cover seven areas among the thirty areas of the national geo
thermal resources survey area (Table i,refer to Fig.i). 

Table 1. Aerial thermal infrared survey area 

"a.,"- ~ra:_:r:~:-,~_:-E.titu~o GOO~Ogy - -- - -L Objoctive or -,urvoyJ 
S~u;~e~ p a r t I' C e~tral I J6 JO'N Quaternary i Understanding of struc-
o~ ~ n~~ a n e J a pan I volcanic I tural interrelation, 

area ! correlation of seasonal 
I i change of imagery ,.ith 

____ --~- -.--.- .. I ! previously obtained_ 

Southern I J1 15 ' N I Quaternary 'understanding of struc-
Kyus hu I I volcanic area ; tural interrelation 
- -+----- 1- 1-----

Ce!l1:ral ! Jll JO'N : Tertiary to , Shoreline spring, ther-

No. 

1. 

2. 

IzL:. 
.. T.:l pan 

I volcan~c area ; Quaternary la"\-a dome 
I [Quaternary : mal appraisal cf 

- ------t - :- ----- -- ----
Nor~he a st 40 N ! Tertiary to i Understanding of Btruc-

,--.- - - ' 
4. r rta.chim .'ln:t.a.l 

H.:..kuso.n 

J ap a n i Quat e rna;ry : tural interrela i: ion, ne, .. ~ 
I Volc a nic area ; fineling of geothermal 

CBntral 
Japan 

__ +__ _ _ . _ .. s~ot ___ ._ 

J6 N I Quat e rnary New findnng of ~ :eother-

. .. v~~canic area mal spot 

The quantit a tive me asurement of surface h eat diSCharge is not tried in the 
survey ... A.s mention e d before, the detailed ground heat diSCharge suryey is hein.1!; 
made digging bore holes up to 10m deep as one of other items of the survey. ~Iajor 
heat discharge is made by outflow of high temp e rature hotspring, which is 
underratedly shown on the imagery. Image discortion caused by . topographic etrect 
to the sc a n dir e ction, unappropriate V/H ratio, and rolling, the. piLching and 
ym;-ing of the airplane gives innegligible effect for the quantitati"\-e measurement 
(Fig. 2a, b, c). 

J. BACKGROUND OF THERNAL IXFHARED RENOTE 
SENS ING FOH GEOTHEFL'L-\L PURPOSE 

Aft er the encourageous result of thermal infrared surveys of Ha,.;aiian 
volcanoes (Fischer and others, 1964), the Geological Surv~y of Japan started the 
study on th e application of thermal infrar e d t e chnique and uneler the joint 
research contract with the Geological Survey, .Lh e Nippon Electric Company 
constructed the first thermal infrared airborne sensor named "Infravision III" 
for geologic and other general purposes in i967 .(Natsuno and others, 1969/70). 
However, after comparatively smooth research progress that time, there was a 
little time gap to commercial uses oI th e remo~e sensor mainly because of lack of 
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social concerns and needs. 

Environmental problems resulted from the Japanese abrupt economic expansion 
became strong incentive to the progress and utilization of remote sensing tech
niques. The first comnlercial application of the thermal infrared airborne sensor 
is the mapping of thermally polluted "ater discharged from the industrial area 
along the seashore area. 

In the summer of 1972, the summer course of the Japan Society of Photo
grammetry "as held in the Nanza Hotsprings, Gunma Prefecture, aiming at the 
errect:ive use of thermal infrared remote sensing techniques for geothermal and 
\'olcanologic purposes. The Nakanihon Koku aerial survey company and the Fujitsu 
Co. cooperated with us in the summer course, and the Nakanihon Koku Co. made a 
demo:-LStration flight over the Kusatsu-1-lanza area prior to the opening of the 
sur.mler course. The flight was done in the moonlight by single-engined Cesna-206 
airplane. The scanner used is named "JIRCO" scanner which is one of bas.ically 
the thermal mapper of the AGA Co. and modified by the Nakanihon Koku Co. The 
imaser:.r obtained was exhibited to the attendants and was convinced the appli
ca,bili. ty ror the purpose. During the same course an imaging test of a selected 
thermally anomalous spot in the area by a land-use thermal infrared imaging 
inst:rumenc constructed and named "Infra-Eye 501" by the company. attracted the 
i~terest of volcanologists attended the meeting: 

The launching of the Earth Resources Technology Satellite (LANDSAT-1) and 
t:h" :-elease of' the 1-155 data by NASA made a new' epoch in the remote sensing. 

By the outbreak of energy crisis, the e:>..-ploration and explOitation of 
don;escic energy source-geothermal resource, is accerelated and the thermal in
i-r,,:-"'} remote sen:ing has been applied to the survey of geothermal energy 
reS;;;-~:,-8S .. 

it. POTENCY AND LIMITATION IN THE USE OF 
AERIAL THERMAL INFRARED INAGERY 

~h" arrangement Dr geothermally anomalous spots characterized by fumaroles 
Ki cflOUt:/h"i r.b " Ii 1: tl'2 hohvater wel.l relfects shallow underground geothermal 

~ '.cr 'C s. Geo th"rrr',al energy is transferred to the surface through vertical 
:'.'l-e- system and due to self sealing effect of such geothermal ener,\;y path by 

>., - ",,,-net-dis dis'Oc>l-,'ed in thermal 'vater, or secondary alteration minerals 
'c~ c 'c,',' high ternpcrCtture geothermal fluids, fractures grdually tend to be 

~~"o" '::lIt', nnd only fractures "ith "ide openings, or fractrures , .. hose openings 
s.;..-~ ~ ::,'; maln1:ained 1 are effective as a heat trasfer path. Such open fracture 
_~ , .. -"ely fault and s:)metimes is an active fault systematically formed under 
5Tr~~3 field of the area concerned. 

The, recognition of precise locations of thermally anomalous spots there
rore; :;i\~"s clue for the understanding of structurally controlled geothermal 
manir,,~,s Lution. Aerial thermal infrared imagery makes it possible to unders'tand 
the distribution of thermally anomalous spots not only "spots" but also as "spots 
Kith geological significance." 

The authors consider that the greatest potency of aerial thermal infrared 
imagery for geothermal purpose is in the pictorial interpretation of areal ther
mal pattern including thermally anomalous spots. Basic methodology of photo
geologic interpretation is applied to the interpretation of aerial tllermal infra
red imagery. 

Photogeology has been recognized one ot: the most effective geothermal survey 
methods particularly in Quaternary volcanic areas. Informations in relation to 
[racture pattern, dis·tribution of alteration zone, and mapping and sequences of 
lave flo" units, are eff'iciently understood by use of aerial photographs. The 
aerial thermal infrared imagery has the same potency as aerial photograph in 
\'ie" of rapidness and areal understanding of thermal information of the area 
concerned. Besides it provides also geologic information on thermal property_ 
The information is unique and cannot be replaced by other remote sensing data. 
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Tonal difference appeared on the aerial thermal infrared imagery is: 

1) anomalously high geothermal pattern 

2) open 'vater 

J) vegetation pattern due to the difference of emittance and the 
difference of the formation of deH film bet, ... een broad leaf and 
needle leaf 

4) residual effect of differential solar insolation on the sunny side 
surface and shaded surface dl~ing daytime 

5) difference of thermal property (thermal inertia) of rocks and soils 
caused mainly by the difference of moisture content Hithin the 
pores 

6) adiabatic temperature change effect caused by the difference of 
elevation 

7) temperature inversion 

From our e~Terience, it is said that the smallest thermally anomalous spot 
detected by the imagery obtained from the air about 1,OOOm high above the ground 
surface shows conspicuous manifestation at the site and it may not be overlooked 
by geologists Hho had a chance to visit that site. 

On th'O' other hand, large scale imagery obtained from the air about 600m high 
a~)o\"e the ground surface detects inconspecuous geothermal anomaly diffecul t to 
depict by "ths field survey. 

In the J apan'~5e geothermal field, vegetation is generally quite rich and 
verge on ,geotherm;tl bareground. A concentrically circular arrangement is 
OGscc:c'"eci '::;y~ the -,·e';:2tation grow·th pattern. The typical case is seen at Gosho
g~k@ uf ~~e Hachimantai geothermal area. 

The een-::e:ic O~· a geothermal spot is hot pool, fum'arole vents, mud pot, or mud 
voLeo.no; and to tile outside it changes from convection dominated hot ground, 
crccl'."eeti1."" and cO!1duCi;ive zone, and to conductive zone. First vegetation nearby 
T...'o" cenLer is shorr.srass zone consisting of retarded tall grass ;nd plant of -
re.ciistl'" against ,s;eoth"rmal environment represented by high acidity and high 
rate of heat Li.Gh' , The outside is tall grass zone such as miscanthus or bamboo 
grass then replacp.d by shrubby zone which merges into forest tree zone (Fig. J). 

The developmeni: of vegetation at a geothermal ground is affected by: 

1) abnormally high rate of heat flow preventing the development of 
root 

2) groundHater containing volcanic gas constituent 

J) volcanic gas from fumarole and other sources 

It is knoHll that relatively high percentages of sulfur. are accumulated Hith
in leaves of plants groHing in geothermal area (Ninohara, personal communication). 

The concentrically circular distribution of vegetation may be elongated to 
J:ee' .... ard of a local prevailing wind and also do, ... mvard direction of ground' ... ater 
movement. 

Detectable geothermal anomaly by thermal infrared imagery from surrounding 
thermal pattern is limited to that of heat discharge of more than one hundred 
times greater than the £,verage crustal conductive heat flo, ... (calculated to be 
1·5 x 10-

6 
cal cm- 2 sec- 1 ), according to the experimental measurement thus far 

made (Hase, 1974). 
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5. PROCEDURE OF ScRVEY 

Aerial thermal infrared survey consists of three parts. They are, 1) 
preliminary survey, 2) concurrent-,dth-flight survey, and 3) check survey (Fig. 
'IJ. Pri,'ate aerial survey companies take charge of imaging flight under the 
contract ,,-i th the Geological Survey of Japan. The airplane used for the survey 
is single-or hvin-engined airplanes. The flight is made before lacal sunrise and 
[,11 airplane takes off an airport nearby the survey area which has nighttime take
off facility in midnight. The navigation and imaging flight are done by eye
sight navigation in the moonlight. Therefore the date of the survey is limited 
1:0 about a week around full moon in a month. 

The l'light course determination, confirmation -of tele-communication network 
in order to promptly follo,,, up the abrupt change of local weather condition, 
nighttime light target set up, and the determination of temperature measurement 
point are important and have to be fixed prior to the flight. These preparations 
are done in the preliminary field survey. 

In the a.erial thermal infrared survey, imaging flight in the southern part 
of Shirane, Sa"tsun.:l.n, Izu, and Hakusan areas was done by the Nakanihon Koku Co. 
and tha1: in the Hachimantai area was done by the Japan ''leather Association joint
ly ,,-i th 1:he Toho Koku Co. Temperature measurement at the positions previously 
set up and recording of weather condition are made in parallel with the concur_ 
rent-with-fl~ght survey. 

The 5:),=ee data are converted into image form from magnetic tape within a 
week. This is a rough imagery for field check survey. It is necessary to do the 
field check as 500;1. as possible after the flight. Particularly in Japan, many of 
geo1:hermal areas are inc~uded in National Parks and in some case, with hotspring 
resor~s. For example, all of five the areas selected for the aerial thermal 
infrared 5',u','ey "re '-r,eluded in the National Parks respectively. 

The di.sLirr,':'~,_s;"lm.--r;.t of "natural" geothermal anomaly from artificial heat 

Therm,:;,l spot s,"eil .:15 .:, municipal incinerator located at the remote place 
from residenti,:;.l ar8;:l Gna s. bonfire coinstantaneously made at the time of imag
l.H_S: :-liS;-'\ hE"'''' oee"] f'lisir;:terpreted to be natural geothermal anomaly and correct-
E:d 

In '~he i.mager:-- obtdinea from mountainous geothermal area, the resolution 
along the ... -£~lley botto:n is inferior to that of the mountain top and sometimes 
become in.su:fficien~ so as 1:::' distinguish hob,-ater discharge pattern from the 
"normal" ri-,-er water pattern. A quasi temperature difference pattern resulted 
in partial CDver of" tree canopy over the river water surface makes difficult the 
judgement "itnout field check survey. 

6. EXANPLE OF TilE SATSUXAN AREA 

The area is located in the southernmost part of Kyushu. The area occupies 
the western part of the Quaternary Ata caldera that is more than 10km in dia
meter. The outer rim of the caldera borders the area. The Kaimon-dake strato
\'olcano, "hich is the highest peak in the area (922m), lava domes,. caldera lake. 
and geothermal anomaly in the area, characterize volcanic topograp~y. 

The basement rock of the area is Jurassic to Paleogene r'ocks crop out in the 
northern to northeastern part of Lake Ikeda. The rocks consist of sedimentary 
rock and andesitic volcanic rock, which encountered hydrothermal alteration. 
Thick Quaternary volcanic products unconformably cover the underlying rocks. (Ota, 
1966) . 

Geothermal anomaly develops in the area is, fumarole dominated geothermal 
anomaly in the mountain side, hot springs in the Alluvial 10" land, and subaqueous 
hotsprings along a part of beach line (Fig. 5). The sandy beach of Ibusuki is 
"ell known by the spot of natural sauna baths using heated sand by geothermal 
energy. 
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Seven flight courses of total of 71km ,~ere flown, among which six Courses 
had the same NE - Slv direction and the other course ,.,as perpendicular to these 
courses,in the Mv - SE direction (Fig. 6). Flight altitude is 1,100m above the 
sea level except one course ',hich was 1'10,= ,dth the altitude of 2,000m since the 
Kaimon_dake volcano was lying along the s,.,ath. The flight was done during 0550. 
06Jo JST on Oct. 16, 1973· The local sunrise of the area (31 16'N) ''faS 0622, 
but there ,-ras no direct solar insolation by the end of flight because of 90% 
could cover concealing the horizon. 

The scanner used was the remodeled thermal mapper of the AGA Co. Total. F.O.V. 
of 80 degree w'as imaged using wavelength region from it. 7 - 5.1 urn (since the next 
imaging flight on, HgCdTe detector mounted scanner has being used). 

Geothermal anomaly characterized by fumarole 

According to the result of aerial photo-interpretation of the area, many 
Ilnear features and circular features are depicted. Particularl.y typical volcanic 
depressional topography rep:resented by Lake Ikeda ,. Unagi, and Yamaka"a aligns 
ha-,-ing ).;,.- - SE trend. Fractures predominantly develop on the mountain slope of 
~c sid'll of this alignment. On the other hand, fumarole dominated geothermal spots 
develop i2:l the nor1:hern part of Unagi and they; are observed in topographic Im"s 
interpreted as linear and circular features delineated by .. aerial photo interpre
tat:lon .. 

)u-;:er ;:;11e. resul t of aerial thermal infrared survey, :four geotherina.l spots 
,,..h:.ch ar", kn·oWll only by limited local people ,~ere "nel~ly found". 

Geothermal anomnly by hotspring 

,U"~ndant hot,..;-ater gushes Oll.t from many spots and it is found i.n the Allubial 
1'1"" ~c.:cd. Temperature of hotw'ater ranges in 80 to 30 C and it is used efficient
ly :n0 '-"2,t1 "o.ter of hotels and inns, fish (eel) breeding, or forcing cultivation 
of ~'1.2n1:S. Some amount of excessive how,.,ater is discharged into the river unused. 

Th,o l;roadest arBal distribution of anomalously high temperature pattern in 
l::::,.,,,pr~· l2 observed along the river water surface and fish breeding pond. 

Shorelin'2 and S'Li.Oaqueous hotspring 

Shoreline hotspring at the sand beach of Ibusuki is clearly shown on the 
thermDl infrared imagery. Also shoreline hotspring gushing out from a part of 
inner ""all of crater rim at Yamakm.,a is caught in the imagery. lIo,,,ever nearshore 
subaqueous hotspring anticipated at the sea off YamakawR could not be detected. 

Geothermal anomaly in the area seems to be limited '''ithin the outer rim of 
the Ata caldera. Coldspring along the shoreline of Uomi may support the fact. 

7. SUNMARY 

The national survey of geothermal resource program "'as started in FY 1972. 
Among se,-eral survey items, aerial thermal infrared survey was applied and five 
geothermal areas that cover partly seven areas of total thirty areas in the pro
gram were selected. 

The flight is conducted by private aerial survey companies under contract 
with the Geological Survey of Japan. The time of imaging fligllt is limited to 
be done before sunrise and the flight is done by eyesight navigation in the moon
light. 

The merit of aerial thermal infrared remote sensing is rapid and visual 
effects. The imagery is obtained from the air of 600 to 1,000m hight above the 
ground surface. Inconspicuous geothermal anomaly difficult to depict by the 
field survey is detected by the large scale imagery obtained from the air 600

m high above the ground surface. 
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Surface geothermal anomaly represented by fumarole dominated one refLects 
.,,,<1110', underground geothermal system. In fact, in the survey of the Satsunan 
.d"·", southernmost part of Kyushu, good correlation ,,-as obta1.ned beb-reen the 
ll';lcture trace pattern interpreted from aerial photograph and alignment of geo
r. ilC'l'mal anomaly displayed on aerial thermal infrared imagery. 
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I. Toyoha-Jyozankei 16. Nasu 

2. Shikotsu-Toya 17. Northern Part of Shirane 

3. Northern Part of Komagatake 18. Southern Part of Shirane 
4. Southern Part of Komagatake 19. Kita-Alps 

5. Tokachigawa 20. Yakedake 

6. Shimokita 21. Hakusan 

7. Hakkoda 22. Northern Part of lzu 

8. Northern Part of Hachimantai 23. Southern Part of lzu 

9. Southern Part of Hachimantai 24. Kii- mountain area 

10. Northern Part of Kurikoma 25. Mikata 

11. Southern Part of Kurikoma 26. Waita 
12. Hiziori 27. Aso 
13. lao 28. Kirishima 
14. Northern Part of Azuma 29. Satsunan 
15. S.,uthern Part of Azuma 30. Hansei islands 

~ Aerial Thermal Infrared Survey Area 
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FIGURE 1. Distribution map of the area of the national 
geothermal resources survey 
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QETECTABLE THERMAL ANOMALY 
BY THERMAL IR REMOTE SENSING 
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2JJ;'.;::£ 3 i:;Ol1c,=ptual diagram showing geothermal ground and surrounding vegetation pattern 
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FIGURE 4. Flow chapt of aerial thermal infrared survey 
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FIGURE 6. Aerial thermal infrared imagery along the course of 
SE-Nvl direction 
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